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FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATION OF SOME DEGENERATE MONOTONE
QUASILINEAR ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS*

W. B. LIU AND JOHN W. BARRETr
Abstract. In this paper we examine the continuous piecewise linear finite element approximation of the following

system: given f (fj) and g (gj), find u (uj) (j -- r with r or 2) such that

-V.(K(z, Vu(z))Vu(z)) f(z), z E if2 C R2, ul0fz gl0a,

where (VU)ij Ouj/OZi < < 2, < j < r and K is a given matrix on f2 x R2xr. We characterize a class of
matrices K for which we prove error bounds for this discretization. For sufficiently regular solutions u, achievable
at least for some model problems, our bounds improve on existing results in the literature. It is shown that for a
notable subclass of K, for which only suboptimal error bounds have been previously derived, the piecewise linear
finite element approximation of this problem will converge at the optimal rate in an energy-type norm. It is also
shown that the techniques used in this paper can be applied to more general problems.
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1. Introduction. Let f2 be a bounded open set in R2 with a Lipschitz boundary 0S2. Let
k(., .) be a positive and continuous function on S2 x (0, ec). Numerous mathematical models
from physical processes (see [1], [2], and [6]) have the following form: given f (j) and
g =_ (gj), find u (uj) (j --+ r with r or 2) such that

(1.1) -V.(k(z, IVu(z)l)Vu(z)) f(z), z f2 c R, uloa gloa,

where (Tu)ij Olij/OZi < < 2, < j <_ r, and l" denotes the Euclidean norm of a
vector or a matrix. The assumptions on the data f and g will be specified later. When k is smooth
and satisfies the ellipticity and monotonicity conditions given in [11] and [12], there is much
work on its well-posedness. Moreover, optimal error bounds for its finite element approxima-
tion have been established in various norms. For example in the case r 1, if (see [12])

(i) (z, x) --+ k(z, Ixl)x C2( R2)2, f 6 C((2) and g 6 C2’t(fi) for a ot > 0,
(ii) Vx(k(z, Ixl)x) is a positive definite matrix for any z 6 (2 and x 6 R2,
(iii) fa(k(IVwl)Vw k(IVvl)Vv, V(w o)) dr2 > Cx fa IV(w v)l 2 dr2,

for any w, v e Wl’(S2) such that (w v) 6 H(f2) and Ilwllwl,(a + Ilvllw,(a) _<
X, and furthermore if u 6 C2’((2) and u (the solution of the deformation equation) is
uniformly bounded in W 1, (f2), then

Ilu uhllL2(a Ch2 and Ilu uhllg(a) Ch21 lnhl 3/2,

where uh is the piecewise linear finite element approximation of (1.1) based on a quasi-uniform
triangulation. In addition, one can deduce by an inverse property that Ilu uhlln,(a < Ch.
In 11 the deformation argument was developed further and the same results were obtained
for more general systems under weaker assumptions on the data and u.

For many physical models k is degenerate; that is, (1.1) is not uniformly elliptic and
therefore k does not satisfy these conditions (or the more relaxed conditions in [11]); hence
the linearization or deformation procedure used in [11] and [12] cannot be applied at all. A
typical example is the p-Laplacian, where k(t) =_ p-2 for a p 6 (1, 2) tA (2, oe). Such
models arise in fluid mechanics (see [2] and [7]), nonlinear diffusion (see [18]), and nonlinear
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elasticity (see [1] and [19]). For such problems, monotonicity methods play an essential
role in establishing well-posedness and the associated error bounds for its finite element
approximation (see [8]). The well-posedness of (1.1) has been examined for a class of k in the
case r by monotonicity methods and in addition error bounds in the energy norm have
also been given for the continuous piecewise linear finite element approximation for this class
of k (see [4], [6]-[9], [13], [17], and [22]). Due to the limited regularity of solutions to (1.1)
in general, there is no advantage in considering higher-order finite element spaces. For many
physically interesting problems, most existing bounds are suboptimal, however, (except those
in [4]) and may be very poor for some important cases (for example, k(t) =- p-2 and p large).
On the other hand, numerical computations indicate that the approximation converges at the
optimal rate even for such cases at least for sufficiently regular solutions (see [4]). This has
been confirmed recently in [4], where optimal error bounds in energy-type norms have been
proved for the p-Laplacian. It is interesting to find whether this sharper error analysis can be
carried out for more general k and how the required regularity on the solution u varies with the
degree of degeneracy in k. It is also interesting to examine the finite element approximation
of degenerate elliptic systems, not only those of type (1.1), known as Uhlenbeck, where the
nonlinearity depends on Vu I, but also alternative systems, e.g., with r 1. Given f and g,
find u such that

2

O(k(lOu/Ozi[)Ou/Ozi)/Ozi f in , ul0a gl0a.(1.2)
i=1

The above has been extensively studied in the case k(t) =_ p-2, but there is little work on
the finite element error analysis of such problems. We could consider other non-Uhlenbeck
type systems (see Remark 4.3). However, for ease ofexposition we will consider only problems
of type (1.1) and (1.2) in this paper. We will first study them abstractly in a unified framework;
later we will see that there are some notable differences between them in obtaining optimal
error bounds.

Let m 1 or 2 and let I (n)} (n 1 --+ m) be a sequence of positive integers such that

Yn=l l(n) 2. Lets(0) 0ands(n) Yia 1(i)for _< n < m. Let Vm,nU (n --+ m)
be the I (n) x r submatrix of Vu, defined by the rows from s(n 1) + to s(n) of Vu. We
now consider the following system: given f -= (j) and g =- (gj), find u (uj) (j r
with r 1 or 2) such that

(1.3a) -V.(K(z, Vu(z))Vu(z)) f(z), z G C R2, ulo glow,

where K is the block diagonal matrix:

( KI(Z, Vm,lU(Z))

V
(1.3b) K(z, Vu(z)) ------ -m,mU(Z))
and

(1.3c) Kn(z, Vm,nU(Z)) k(z, IVm,nU(Z)l)El(n) for n --+ m,

where El(n) is the I(n) l(n) unit matrix. If m 1, then I(1) 2 and 71,1U 7U
SO that we recover the system (1.1). If m 2, then I(1) I(2) 1, V2,1u Ou/Ozl,
and V2,2u Ou/Oz2 so we have a system of type (1.2). Clearly the problems studied here
can be formulated in a simpler way since we have restricted ourselves to the case of two
spatial dimensions. The advantages of the above formulation are that it is simple enough to
convey the essential difficulties of the problem and our approach and yet it easily generalises
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to accommodate higher-dimensional or more general cases, e.g., if the k appearing in Kn,
n - m, is not the same. In fact the results in 2 and 3 can easily be generalised to
accommodate such cases. Moreover, instead of working with the concrete form (1.3) for K,
one could state some abstract structural conditions on K in order to prove the error bounds in
this paper. Then one only needs to show that (1.1) and (1.2) satisfy these structural conditions.
However, in our opinion this approach does not yield any essential benefit unless one can
state some good general structural conditions which cover a broad class of degenerate elliptic
systems; see Remark 4.3. In addition, we note that it is also important in practice to deal with
systems of the form: find u and p such that

(1.4a) -V.(k(JD(u)J)D(u)) + Vp f in fl,

(1.4b) V.u 0 in f2, ul0n gl0n,

where Dij(tl) =- (1/2)(Oui/Oxj + Ouj/Oxi), which arise for example in the mathematical
modeling of non-Newtonian flows. The methods presented in this paper serve as a first step
in studying such systems (see [3] and [5]).

The purpose of this paper is to extend the error analysis in [4] for the p-Laplacian (i.e.,
k(t) p-2, r m 1) to the more general class ofproblems (1.3), and in doing so improve
on the best error bounds in the literature [6], where the case r m 1 is studied. It is
certainly not a straightforward extension. The first step is to characterise the class of functions
k and this cannot be easily deduced from [6]. The conditions on k should be general enough to
cover the broadest class of problems, but narrow enough to ensure our sharper error analysis
can be applied. In fact, our conditions on k are different from those in [6]. We show how the
error bounds and the required regularity on u for an optimal bound depends on the degree of
degeneracy of k. The extension to degenerate systems of non-Uhlenbeck type also leads to
new difficulties. Furthermore, the analysis in [4] is essentially two-dimensional, whereas the
methods used here are readily adaptable to higher-dimensional and more general degenerate
systems.

The outline of this paper is as follows: In 2 we prove some important inequalities and
give the system (1.3) a variational formulation. In 3 abstract error bounds for the continuous
piecewise linear finite element approximation are established. Finally, in 4 explicit error
bounds in energy type norms are derived.

Throughout this paper, we adopt the standard notation W,q (S2) for Sobolev spaces on
f2 with norm I1" [Iw,q(s2) and semi-norm 1. [wv,q("2), and set H(2) WV’2(). We note

that the semi-norm I. [w,q(2) and the norm I1" I[w’,q() are equivalent on w’q(f2) and this
result is used repeatedly in the paper. In addition, C and M denote two general positive
constants independent of h and z. For notational convenience we will denote k(z, t) and
Kn(Z, t) (n 1 m) by k(t) and Kn(t) for almost every z

2. Variational formulation and some inequalities. In addition to assuming that k is a
positive and continuous function on f2 x (0, cx), we also assume that throughout this paper
there exists a p (1, oo) such that, for any > 0,

(2.1) k(t)t < C(1 4-tp-1).

For ease of exposition, we assume that g is zero. The results can easily be generalized to the
case g - 0. Therefore the problem (1.3) has the following weak formulation:

(WP)" Find u V [w’P(s2)] =_ {v [WI,p(s2)] "v[a 0} such that

/(K Vu Vu, [(f, Vv V,
Ja Ja
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where f 6 * (the dual space of) and (o, o) denotes either the inner product on R2 or on real
I x J matrices, where, for x =- (xi,j) and y =_ (Yi,j), we set (x, y) --- Y’]f=I Z[=I xi,jYi,j and

IXl 2 (X,X).
The following minimization problem is associated with (WP)"
(MP): Find u 6 V such that

J(u) MinvzvJ (v),

where

Je(v) = k(t)t dt dr2 f(f, v) dr2.

It is simple to check that J is well defined and continuous on V since

in

IVv(z)l 2 IVm,nV(Z)l2

n=l

Furthermore, Ja is Gateaux differentiable on V with

J(u)(v) k(lVm,nUl)(Vin,nU, Vm,nV d’ (f, V) d.
n=l

In the following, we always assume that f 6 [L2(f2)]
In the case r m the well-posedness of (WP) and energy-type error bounds for its

finite element approximation have been established for a class of functions k which do not
generally satisfy the conditions in [11] and [12]. One can refer to, for example, [6]-[9], [13],
[17], and [22]. This class has been most completely characterized in [6]. Furthermore, for
this class of k Ja is strictly convex and coercive on V so that Je has a unique minimizer on
V, which satisfies its Euler equation (WP). In other words the problems (WP) and (MP) are
equivalent in this case. In the following we impose an alternative set of assumptions on k,
which are similar to those in [6], and for this class offunctions, we then prove some inequalities
which can be viewed as generalizations of Lemmas 1 and 2 in [6]. These play an essential
role in the establishment of our improved error bounds over those in [6]. Our conditions are
valid in many interesting cases arising in practical problems and appear more convenient to
those in [6] for some applications.

In the following all constants are independent of z f2. We now state our assumptions
on the function k.

Assumption (A)" There exist constants p 6 (1, 2], e, C, M > 0, and kl, k2 > 0 such that
(A1) k(t)/tp-2 < C forallt > O, andlk(t)t-k(s)sl <_ Clt-sl(s+t)P-Zforallt, s > 0

such that ]s/t _< e.
(A2) (ki + kztZ-P)rl(t) >_ M, for all > 0 where O(t) 60(k(t)t) and O(k(t)t) is Clarke’s

generalized gradient of the function --+ k(t)t" see [10].
We note that it follows from (A1) that --+ k(t)t is locally Lipschitz on (0, ec) so that

the generalized gradient O(k(t)t) is well defined for all > 0.
Assumption (B): There exist constants p 6 [2, ec), e, C, M > 0, and kl, k2 >_ 0 such that
(B1) k(t)/(1 A-t)p-2 <_ C for all > 0, and Ik(t)t-k(s)sl < Clt-sl(kl +kz(s nt-t)p-2)

for all t, s > 0 such that Is/t 11 < e.
(B2) tZ-Prl(t) >_ M for all > 0, where r/(t) 60(k(t)t).
We now are in the position to state the fundamental inequalities.
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LEMMA 2.1. Let k satisfy (A1)for a p (1, 2]. Thenfor any x, y RlxJ (I, J >_ 1) and
8 > 0 we have that

(2.2a) Ik(lxl)x k(lyl)yl Clx yl-(lxl + lyl)p-2+6.

Let k satisfy (A2) for a p (1, 2]. Then for any x, y RlxJ (I, J > 1) and > 0 we
have that

(2.2b) (k(lxl)x k(lyl)y,x y) >_ Mix y]2+(1 / Ix] / lyl)p-2-6.

Proof. We first prove (2.2a). Some ideas similar to those in [4]-[6], [9], and [13] will be
applied. For x, y R J let

F(x, y) =_ Ik(Ixl)x k(lyl)yl/ [Ix yl -a(Ixl -4-lyl)p-2/a].
We wish to prove that F is bounded. For T an I x I orthogonal matrix it follows that for all
(x, y) RlJ x RIxJ

(2.3a) F(x, y) F(y, x), F(Tx, Ty) F(x, y),

and

(2.3b) F(0, y) < C from (A1).

Therefore without loss of generality we can suppose that x, y : 0, in which case

F(x, y) =--
[k(Ixl)x/lxlp-1] [k(lyl)y/IyIp-1] (lyl/Ixl)p-ll

Ix/Ixl- y/Ixl]l-(1 / lyl/lxl)p-2+

We can further assume from (2.3a) that lYl/Ixl < 1. To show that F is uniformly bounded it is
enough to prove that for any r/> 0, limly/Ixl_x/ixlloF(x, y) < x:, where 0 can be infinite. It
follows that F(x, y) will be bounded if lY/Ixl-x/Ixll does not tend to zero as k(t)/tp-2 < C
for > 0. Thus it remains to show that limy/ixl_eoF(x, y) < o with e x/Ixl,

Without loss of generality, assume that there is an eo 6 (0, min(1, e)), where e is the
constant appearing in (A1), such that IlYl/Ixl 11 < eo and hence (Ixl / lYl)2 < ClxllYl
because Ixl/ly[ / lyl/lxl < / eo / (1 to) -1. Then it follows that, since Ixlly[ (x, y) <
Ix yl 2,

Ik(Ixl)x k(lYl)Yl2 (k(Ixl)lxl k(lYl)lYl)2 / 2k(Ixl)k(lYl)(IxllYl (x, y))

_< C [(Ixl- lYl)e(Ixl / lYl)2p-2 / (IxllYl)p-21x y12],
_< C(Ixl / lyl)2(p-2)lx yl 2.

Consequently, we see that (2.2a) holds with 6 0. In contrast, for any x, y R we have
for any 3 > 0 that (Ixl / lyl)p-21x yl < (Ixl / lyl)p-2+lx yll-a; that is, (2.2a) holds for
any 3 >_ 0.

Similarly, we can prove (2.2b). We first consider the case 6 0. In this case (2.2b)
follows directly from the proof of Lemma 2 in [6] if one applies the mean value formula for
the generalized gradient:

k(t)t k(s)s ()t / (1 )Os)(t s), where r/(t) O(k(t)t) and ) (0, 1).

For any > 0 we have that Ix y12(1 / Ix[ / [yl)p-2 >_ iX y[2+(1 / [x[ / [y[)p-2- and
so (2.2b) holds for all ; > 0.
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LEMMA 2.2. Let k satisfy (B1)for a p [2, cxz). Then for any x, y RlxJ (I, J _> 1)
and 6 > 0 we have that

(2.4a) [k(lxl)x k([y[)yl <_ C[x yll-(1 + Ix[ / [y[)p-2+6.

Let k satisfy (B2) for a p [2, x). Thenfor any x, y RlxJ (I, J > 1) and > 0 we
have that

(2.4b) (k(lxl)x k([yl)y, x y) > Mix yl2+ (Ixl / lyl)p-2-.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.1 and therefore we present only an outline
here. First, we note that we need only to prove (2.4) with 3 0, because the results for 3 > 0
follow as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Let

F(x, y) =-- Ik(Ixl)x k(lYl)Yl/Ix 21(1 + Ixl + lY])p-2+, (x, y) RlJ RIJ.
As before, the key part ofthe proof is to show that limy/ixl_e_OF (x, y) < cx, where e --= x/]xl.
We can assume that there is an e0 6 (0, min(1, e)) such that IlYl/Ixl 11 _< e0. Then from
the proof of Lemma in [6] one obtains (2.4a) for 3 0 and hence for all 6 > 0.

To prove (2.4b) we note that the function -- [k(t)t Mtp-1/(p 1)] is increasing from
applying the mean value formula for generalized gradients as used in the proof of Lemma 2.1.
Therefore from the proof of Lemma 2 in [6] we have that

(k(lxl)x k(lyl)y, x y) > ml (IxlP-2x lylp-2y, x y).

Without loss of generality we can assume that Ixl > lYl > 0. Let y /x + with
(, x) 0 so that 1/31 < 1 as (y, x) fllx] 2. Let/z _= (]xlp-2x -]ylp-2y, X y)
IXl p / lyl p /(IXl p-2 + lyIp-2)IXl 2. If 4/ < 1, then 2/z > Ixl p + [yl p >_ M[x
yl2(IXl + lyl)p-2. On the other hand if < 4/ < 4, then /z (1 /)(Ixl p-2

lylP-Z)]x] 2 / Ix y]2]y]p-2 > Ix yl2]yl p-2 > m3]x y]2(Ix] / ]y])p-2 as/lxl _< lyl.
Therefore, in combining the above results we have that (2.4b) holds for 6 0 and hence for
all 6 > 0. [3

Under similar assumptions, Chow in [6] has proved (2.2a) for 2 p, (2.2b) for
6 0, (2.4a) for 6 0, and (2.4b) for 6 p 2. With these particular choices of 6 one can
establish some error bounds for the finite element approximation of (1.1) (see [6], [9], [13],
and [17]). These error bounds, however, are only suboptimal in many important cases. The
above generalizations of the inequalities in [6] are crucial in establishing some optimal error
bounds in such cases.

The following result is useful in checking (A1) and (B 1).
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume that thefunction --+ k(t)t is locally Lipschitz on (0, cx) and

rl(t) O(k(t)t).Assumption (A1)for p (1, 2] and(B1)for p [2, c) are thenequivalentto
(A1) ]r/(t)[ _< CtP-Z for all > O.
(/31) IT(t)[ _< C(kl / k2tp-2) for all > O.
Proof. As -- k(t)t is locally Lipschitz, it follows that it is differentiable at almost every

point in (0, cx). Let to be a such point. From (A1) it follows that (k(to)to)’ < Ct-2, and from
(B1) that (k(to)to)’ < C(kl + k2t-2). It then follows from Theorem 2.1 in [10] that (A1) and
(B1) imply (41) and (/31), respectively. One can also easily infer (A1) and (B1) from (,A1)
and (/31), respectively, by applying the mean value formula in [10].

Many functions k met in practical problems (e.g., k(t) =- p-2, k(t) =-- (1 / t2) (p-2)/2 and
k(t) It(1 + t)] (p-2)/2) indeed satisfy Assumption (A) or (B). Another interesting example
from fracture mechanics is the function

1 t<l
(2.5) k(t) =_

tp-2 > 1, with p 6 (1, 2].
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(see 19] and [20]). This function is Lipschitz but not differentiable on (0, cx). It can be shown
(see 10]) that

1, t<l,
O(k(t)t) [p- 1, 1], 1,

(p- 1)tp-2 >

Consequently, from Proposition 2.1 we see that this k satisfies (A). This example shows that
the introduction of the generalized gradient in our assumptions is not unnecessary.

Adapting the corresponding proofs in [6] one has the following results.
THEOREM 2.1. Let k satisfy (A) or (B). Given f =-- fi E V* then (MP) _---- (WP) has a

unique solution u =- ui V. Furthermore, if p (1, 2]

(2.6a) IlUl u2llv c [1 + Ilullv + Ilu211v]2-p Ilfl f2llv,

and if p [2,

(2.6b) Ilul u2ll-1 CIIf f211v*.

Proof. We first note that for any fixed q > 0 there exist constants Ci(q) such that

(2.7) C1
n--1 n=l

It follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 that J is a strictly convex and coercive on V and so (MP)
has a unique solution. As (WP) is the Euler equation for (MP), it follows that (MP) _= (WP).
The result (2.6a) follows from Lemma 2.1 with 3 0 and noting from a Holder inequality
that

(2.8)

[1 + IlVUlll[tp(a)lzr-t" IIVu2ll[tp(z)]2r] p-2 Ilv(Ul- u2)lltp(z)]2r

_< C E [[1 / I[Vm,nUlll[gp(f2)]l(n)xr "Jl" IlVm,nU2ll[gp()]l(n)xr] p-2
n=l

IIVm n(Ul u2)ll 2
[LP(I)]t(n)

mf< CZ [1 -+-IVm,nUll-+-[Vm,nU2[]p-2 IVm,n(Ul u2)l 2

n=l

The result (2.6b) follows from Lemma 2.2 with 3 p 2 and noting that

IIV(Ul U2) ll[tp()]2r C IVm,n(Ul u2)l p dr2.

3. Finite element approximation and abstract error bounds. In this section we study
the piecewise linear element approximation of (WP). Let f2h be a poly-
gonal approximation to f2 with boundary 0f2h. Let Th be a partitioning of f2h into disjoint
open regular triangles r, each of maximum diameter bounded above h, so that (2h UEVh ?.
We assume that Pi O,-,h =: Pi O and dist(Og2h, Of2) < Ch2, where {Pi is the vertex
set associated with the triangulation Th.

Associated with Th is a finite-dimensional subspace Sh of C ((2h) such that )1 is linear for
all) 6 Sh andr 6 Th. Foreaseofexpositionwewillassumethatf2h c_ f2. Let Vh {) Sh

x(Pi) -0 for any Pi 6 aS2}. It follows that Vh C w’P(Fah). Let 7rh" C((2h) --+ Sh denote
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the interpolation operator such that for any v 6 C(ff2h), 7(hV(Pi) v(ei) i. In addition
7["h [c(h)] [sh] is such that for any v 6 [C(fih)]r, 2ThV (7"ghV 7tShl)r). We recall
the following standard approximation results" for v 0 or 1, q, s 6 1, cxz], and v W9‘’s (r)
(so that v 6 C(f’)), we have that

(3.1a) IV- 7rhvlw,q(r) Ch2(1/q-1/S)h2-VlVlw2,s(r) ’c Th

provided W2’S(r) C wv’q(’c). Furthermore if q > 2, then

(3.1b) It)- 7hulw.,q(r Chl-VlVlwl,q(v Yr Th.

We now consider the finite element approximation of (WP) (MP). A possible finite
element approximation of (MP) is the following.

(MP)h" Find uh 6 Vh [vh] such that

Jab (Uh) MinvhVh Jab (vh).

Equivalently, one can define uh as the unique solution of the following.
(WP)h" Find uh 6 Vh such that

nl k(lVm’nUhl)(Vm’nUh’ Vm’nVh) dh (f’ vh) dh Vvh Vh.

The well-posedness of (WP)h and (MP)h follows in an analogous way to that of (WP) and (MP).
Furthermore, one can easily establish a discrete analogue of Theorem 2.1. This especially
means that for all h

(3.2) ]]uh]l[wl,p(h)]r C.

Below we establish some abstract error bounds for this approximation. One of the key ideas
in our approach is that by using the Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we first prove abstract error bounds
in a "weighted Sobolev norm," which naturally arises from these degenerate systems.

Let u be the solution of (WP); then we define for any v 6 [W I’p (f2)] and for any 3 > -2

[IVllp,3) Y [[Vm,nU[ + [Vm,nV[]p-2-3 [Vm,nV[2+3d’h.
n=l

The above is well defined for all v 6 [WI’p("2)] since u 6 [WI’p("2)] and

Ilvll2(p,*> -< n= [IVm,nU[ + [Vm,nV[]p-2- [[Vm,nUl + IVm,nV[] 2+* dff2h

_< c [IVul / Igvl]p d2h.

It can be shown that Ilvll 2 is related to a class of quasi-norms. This fact can be very useful,(p,)
although it is not exploited in this paper.

In establishing these abstract error bounds, it is useful to exploit the fact that k may
satisfy (A) not only for a particular p 6 (1, 2], but also (A1) with p p+ for a p+ 6 [p, 2].
Similarly, k may satisfy (B) not only for a particular p 6 [2, cx), but also (B2) with p p-
for a p- 6 [2, p]. We note that a similar idea has been independently applied in [7] on a
particular nondegenerate problem with p 6 (1, 2] and p+ 2.
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Example 3.1. Consider for example k(t) [t(1%- t)(1-)]p-2 with p 6 (1, cxz) and
/z 6 [0, 1]. If p 6 (1, 2] then k not only satisfies (A), but also (A1) for any p+ 6 [p, (1
/z)2 +/zp]. Similarly, if p 6 [2, cx) then k not only satisfies (B), but also (B2) for any
p- 6 [(1 -/z)2 %-/p, p]. Clearly for the p-Laplacian,/z 1, there is no flexibility in the
choice of p+ and p-. However, for/z 6 [0, 1) there is flexibility and this will play a crucial
role in proving optimal error bounds under minimum regularity requirements.

We can state our abstract error bounds in the following way.
THEOREM 3.1. Let u and uh be the unique solutions of (WP) and (wp)h; then for any

vh Vh we have thefollowing.
Ifk satisfies (A)for a p (1, 2] and (A1)for a p+ [p, 2] and ifu [WI’p+ (f2)] then

for any 31 (-2, 0]

(3.3) lu uhl 2 < Cllu V
h 2

[Wl,P("2h)lr II(p+,l).

Ifk satisfies (B) for a p [2, c) and (B2) for a p- [2, p] thenfor any 32 > 0

(3.4a) Ilu uh Ilffp-,a2) < C(llvhll[wl,p(h]r)llU vh[I 2[wl,P(’h)]r,

and if in addition u 6 [Wl’(f2)] and Ilvh II[Wl,(h)]r < C, thenfor any q [1, 2]

(3.4b) Ilu uh Ilffp-,2 < CIlu vhll[qwl,q(,h)]r,
Proof. This proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.1 in [4]. For any vh 6 Vh

where

and

Ja (vh) J. (u) J (u + s(vh u))(vh u)as

[J(u+s(vh u))(u+s(vh u) u)

(u (u + s(v + (u (v

A(Vh) %- J2h (U)(Vh U),

f01f An (Vh) dr2h dsA(vh)
n=l

An(vh) =-- (k(lVm,n(U %- s(vh U))I)Vm,n(U %- S(Vh U))

k(lVm,nul)Vm,nU, Vm,n(Vh U)).

From (MP)h we have that

A(Uh) %- J2h(U)(Uh --U) _< J2h(Uh) Jab (U) _< JS2h(Vh) Jab (U)
(3.5)

A(Vh) %- J2h (U)(Vh U).

Therefore we have that

(3.6) A(Uh) _< A(vh) %- J2h (U)(Vh uh).

On the other hand, -V.(K(Vu)Vu) f 6 [L2()] on f2 and f2h _c f2, yielding that

(3.7) J2h (u)(vh uh) 0 and hence A(uh) _< A(vh) VVh Vh
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If p 6 (1, 2], it follows from (2.2a) that for all 3 [0, 2)

f01A(Vh) < C s -a

n=l

]Vm,n(Vh U)]2- dr2h ds
(3.8)

C [[Vm,nU -[Vm,n(Vh- ll)[] p+-2+
n=l

Cllu- vhll 2(p+,_3),
where we have noted that, for all v, v2, n -- m, and s 6 [0, 1],

fs2h [[Vm,nU[ + {Vm,n(U + s(vh U))[]p+-2+

[Vm,n (Vh U)12-a d"2h

s([Vm,nVl[ + [Vm,nV2[)/2 [Vm,n(Vl + sv2)[ + [Vm,nVl[ 2([Vm,nVl[ + [Vm,nV2[).

Similarly, if p 6 (1, 2] it follows from (2.2b) with 3 0 and (2.8) that

f01A(uh) > M s [1 -+-[Tm,nU[-+ [Tm,n(U -+- s(uh u))[jp-2]
n=l

(3.9)
x [Vm,n(llh I1)12 dr2h ds.

> M [1 + Ilull[wl,,(h)]r + Iluhll[wl,,(hlr]p-2 [u- uh[ 2
[W l,P ("h ]r

Combining (3.8) and (3.9) and noting (2.6a) and (3.2) yields the desired result (3.3).
Similarly, if p [2, cx) from (2.4a) with 0, (2.7), and a Holder inequality, we obtain

(3.10a)

m f0aA(vh) < C y s [1 + IVm,nUl + IVm,n(U + S(Vh U))I]p-2
n=l

Im,n (Vh U)12 dr2h ds

< C [1 + [[ull[w,,p(h)lr + [[vhll[wl,,(h)]r] p-2 Ilu vhl[ 2[Wl,P("h)]r,
from (2.4b) for any 6 > 0

(3. lOb)

>_ ME [vm’nu[ -’[- [Vm’n(Uh U)[] p--2-’
n---1

Mllu uh [[p-,).
Hence the desired result (3.4a) follows, after noting Theorem 2.1.

>_ M [[Vm,nU[-’[-[Vm,n(U -’[- s(uh U))[jp--2-lA(uh)
n=l

IVm,n(Uh U)I2+dh ds

IVm,n(Uh u)l2+dh

If u [wl’(’)] and Ilvhlltw,,,(h)]r is uniformly bounded, from (2.4b) with
2 q, q [1, 2], and adapting the argument in (3.10a) we obtain that

f01A(Vh) _< C nl= sq-1 [1 + IVm,nUl + IVm,n(U + s(vh U))l]p-q

x [Vm,n(Vh U)[q dh ds

< Cllu- vhl[ q[Wl,q(’h)]r
Hence we have the desired result (3.4b). [3
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COROLLARY 3.1. Ifk satisfies (A)for a p (1, 2] and (A1)for a p+ [p, 2] then

(3.11a)
Ill uhl[w,,p(h)]r C [I]ll YThUl][W,,p+(ff2h)]r] p+/2

[ If<_ Chp+/2 ifu e W2,p+ (’2)

If k satisfies (B)for a p [2, o) and (B2)for a p- [2, p] then

(3.11b)
lu uhl[wl,p (’2h)]r C(llZrhU[l[w,,p(2h)]r) [llu 7rhUll[W’,p(h)]r]2/p-

< Ch2/p- ifu [W2’p("2)]
and

,q ]q/P-[U uhl[w,,p-(f2h)]r
(3.1 lc)

<_ Chq/p- ifu [wZ’q()( Wl’(f2)] q 6 [1, 2].

Proof. As II" IIq,q-2) is equivalent to [. Iqw.qhlr, q 6 (1, Cx), choosing vh --= ZrhU,

31 p+ 2 in (3.3), 32 p- 2 in (3.4), and noting (3.1), one immediately obtains the
above error bounds.

Remark 3.1. It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 and its corollary that all the above
results still hold when the function k in the matrices Kn (n -- m) is not necessarily the
same but satisfies assumption (A) or (B) for the same p. In addition, one can easily consider
more general problems, i.e., systems generated by a linear combination of such Kn.

Remark 3.2. The best existing results in the literature are those in [6] for r rn 1,
which correspond to (3.1 a) with p+ p and (3.11b) with p- p. Therefore we see that
the results (3.11) already improve on these by taking into account the degree of degeneracy in
k for a given p, i.e., the flexibility in the choice of p+ and p-.

In the next section we explore in more detail the abstract error bounds (3.3) and (3.4),
deriving optimal error bounds in many cases.

4. Explicit error bounds. In this section we deduce explicit error bounds from the ab-
stract bounds derived in the previous section. We first consider the simplest case ofk satisfying
(A) for a p 6 (1, 2] and (A1) for p+ 2; that is, --+ k(t)t is globally Lipschitz on [0,
i.e., k is nondegenerate. A similar result has recently appeared in [7] in the case r rn 1.

THEOREM 4.1. Let k satisfy (A) for a p (1, 2] and (A1) for p+ 2. Let u and uh be
the unique solutions of(WP) and (WP)h. Ifu [H2()]r, then

Ilu uh < Ch2
[wl,P(’2h)]r

Proof. First we note from a Poincare inequality that ifv 6 [Wl’q (Qh)]r, q 6 (1, O), and
vh, wh 6 Vh then

(4.1) IIv- vhll[W,qff2h)]r IIv- whll[w’,q(2h)]r + IV- vhl[w,q(2h)]r.

The desired result then follows directly from (3.1 la) and (4.1) with q p, v u, vh uh

and wh
zrh U. [3

Example 4.1. Let k(t) (1 + t2) (p-2)/2 with p 6 (1, 2]. Then k satisfies the assumptions
of Theorem 4.1 and uh will converge to u at the optimal rate h in [wl’P(’2h)]r, provided
u 6 [H2(V2)]r. This regularity requirement has recently been proven achievable for a class
of functions k, including the above choice, in the case r m if f2 is convex or C2

and f Lq (Q), q > 2 (see [14]). This error bound is, of course, an improvement over the
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suboptimal error bound, Chp/2, given in [6] for the case r m 1. We note that one can
apply the theory in 12] and 11 to this case and obtain the optimal rate given above under
a stronger regularity assumption on u and if the triangulation is quasi-uniform. However,
Theorem 4.1 can be applied to more general cases such as k(t) defined by (2.5), where the
theory in 12] and 11 does not apply.

Before we consider improved error bounds for degenerate k, we first make some remarks
about the regularity of solutions in the simplest case (r m 1).

Remark 4.1. Consider the case r m and k(t) p-2, p (1, ). It has been
proven that u 6 C1’((2) for a/3 > 0 if f 6 L() and 0S2 6 C2 (see [21]). However, there
do not appear to be any regularity results in the literature which can be used to derive explicit
finite element error bounds. All the results are either first-order or local in character except the
recent results in 14]-[ 16]. Below we consider some model problems in order to gain some
insight into the regularity of solutions in general.

Example 4.2. Let k(t) p-2, p (1, cx3), and r m 1. Consider the one-
dimensional version of (WP) with f2 (- 1, 1) and u (- 1) u (1) 0. It is easy to establish
the following results (see [4]).
(4.2a)

p 6 (1,2) then f 6 L2() :: u G H2() and f 6 WI’l(S"2) =: u 6 W3’l(f2),

(4.2b) p 6 (1, 3/2] and f 6 C’() for/ 6 [0, 1] = u 6 C2’(),

(4.2c) p 6 [3/2, 2) and f 6 C’((2) for/3 6 [0, (2 p)/(p 1)] =, u 6 C2’((2),

(4.2d) p 6 (2, x) and f L(f2) = u CI’I/(p-1)((-2),

p 6 (2, oc) and
(4.2e)

f 6 C() changes sign only a finite number oftimes == u 6 W2’().

By considering the specific case of f 1, yielding

(4.3a) u(z) (p- 1)(1 -IzlP/(P-1))/p,

we see that the results (4.2c-d) are sharp. In addition, we see that

(4.3b) p 6 [3/2, 2) == u 6 w3’q() if q < (p- 1)/(2p- 3),

(4.3c) p > 2 == u 6 w2’q(’2) ifq < (p 1)/(p 2),

and therefore the sharpness ofthe second result given in (4.2a) as p --+ 2 and (4.2e) as p --+ ec.
We now consider the radially symmetric case with f2 {(r, 0) r < 1} and f(z) =-

F(r). Once again the following results are easily established (see [4]). The results
(4.2b-e) still hold and in place of (4.2a) we have that

p (1, 2) then f 6 Lq(f2) for q > 2 ::, u 6 H2(f2) and
(4.4)

f 6 wl,q()for q > 1 :=, u 6 W3’().

By considering the specific example of f --- and g 0, yielding

(4.5a) u(r) C(1 rP/(P-1)),

we see the sharpness of (4.2c-d) once again. However, we see that (4.5a) is such that

(4.5b) p 6 (1, 3/2] := C3() at least,
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(4.5c) p 6 (3/2, 2) =:> u 6 W3’S(f2) if s < 2(p- 1)/(2p- 3),

(4.5d) p>2=:>u 6 W2,s() ifs <2(p-1)/(p-2),

and therefore the second result given in (4.4) and (4.2e) may not be sharp. To prove higher-order
global regularity of u for a general two-dimensional domain is very difficult. Nevertheless, it
has been shown in [16] that C2’*((2) and W3,p (’2) regularity, which is required in Theorems
4.2a and 4.2b in the case p 6 (1, 2], can indeed be achieved for a class of k satisfying
assumptions similar to (A) or (B) if 0S2 6 C2,1 f 0, and, for a restricted class of Dirichlet
data, g (see 16]). We should add that we know ofno counterexample to this required regularity
for general smooth data 0fa, f and g.

We now improve on the error bound (3.1 la) when k satisfies (A). As stated earlier, the best
existing error bound in the literature for p 6 (1 2] and r m is Ilu uh lily, < ChP,p(’2h)

if u W2’p (f2) (see [6]). Below we prove an optimal rate of convergence, replacing hp by
h2 in the above, under a stronger regularity requirement on u. We start with a lemma.

LEMMA 4.1. Letw [W2’I(D)]lr with < l, r < 2, where D is a boundedopen set in
R2 with a Lipschitz boundary D. Thenfor ot (-1, 0]

(4.6) .f, IwllVwl2 dD

Proof. Let w (wi,j)-and so

IVwl2 (OWi,j/Ozk)2"
i=1 j=l k=l

It follows that

IwllVwl2 dD <_ C Iwi,j (OWi,j/OZk)2 dD.
"= j=l k=l

By Green’s formula, with (Vl, v2) r the outward unit normal of OD, we have that, for 1 < I
andl <j<r,

2

I /Oz)(or + 1) [Wi’J E (OWi’J dD
k=l

sign(wi,j) E1)k(OllOi,j/OZk) Ill)i,j ds
D k=l

+1sign(wi,j)Awi jlwi,j dD

oe+lC[[llOi,J[[c())[[Wi,jl[W2,1(D < OO as 113i, W2’I(D),

where we have noted the imbedding W2’1 (D) C C(/)) and a trace inequality. Hence we have
the desired result (4.6).

THEOREM 4.2a. Let k satisfy (A)for a p 6 (1, 2) and (A1)for a p+ [p, 2). Let u and
uh be the unique solutions of(WP) and (WP)h with m 1. If

(4.7) f IVulP+-21H[u]I2
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where H[u] -= (H[ul] n[ur]) and H[uj] =- V(Vuj) (1 < j < r) is the Hessian matrix

ofuj, and u E [C2’()]r fora > O, then

(4.8a) [lU uh ]][2W,,,(fh)y < C [h2 q- hp+(l+/)]
Hence ifu [C2’2/p+-1((2)("1 w3’l(’)]r, then

(4.8b) Ilu uh II[W,p(ah)lr Ch.

Proof. Foru [W2’x(’)]r, we have from (3.1) that for all rj 6 Th there exists az(j fj
such that for all z 6 fj

IV(u 7rhU)(Z)l < ChlH[ul(z(J)l.

If in addition u E [C2’/3 (=2)] we have that

IV(u yrhu)(z)l < ChlH[u](z)[ + Chl+.

Furthermore, it is easy to check that the function q (t) (a + t) 2 with a > 0 and ot 6 (- 1, 0]
is increasing on R+ and q(lh + t21) < 2[q(Itll) + q(It21)] for all tl, t2 R. Therefore from
(3.3) with 31 0 it follows that

lu uhl[%l,p(ah)]r C fg2 [IVul + IV(u hU)]]p+-2 ]7(u hU)]2 dr2h

<_ Ch2 f IVul p+-=IH[u]I2dh -]- ChP+(l+).

The desired result (4.8a) then follows from (4.7) and (4.1). The result (4.8b) follows immedi-
ately by noting Lemma 4.1 with oe p+ 2, w Vu, and hence Vw _--- H[u].

It is worth noting that the condition (4.7) actually holds in the case r if f 6 L(f2)
and 8f2 6 C2 (see [15] and [21]). Thus, in this case we only require that u C2’2/p+-1((2).
Because it may be difficult in practice to establish that u 6 [C2’t ((2)]r, the following result
may be more useful in some cases.

THEOREM 4.2b. Let k satisfy (A)for a p (1, 2). Let u and uh be the unique solutions of
(WP) and (WP)h with m 1. Ifu [W3’p("2)] then

(4.9) Ilu uh II[Wl,p(ah)] Ch.

Proof. Given u 6 [W3’p("2)]r, we introduce {u(i)}ic=I with U(i) E [C3()] for all and
u(i -- u strongly in [W3’p()] as --+ c. We have from (3.1) that for all rj 6 Th there
exists a z(J)(i) fj such that for all z 6 j

IV(u(/)- rchu(i))(z)l < Chln[u(i)](z(J))l

< ChlH[u(i)](z)l -t-ChlH[u(i)](z(j)) H[u(i)](z)l,
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where H[u(i)] is as defined in Theorem 4.2a. A similar calculation to that in Theorem 4.2a
yields

h
[IVu(i)l / IV(u/ hu(i))l]P-2lV(u(i) 7hu(i))12 dr2h

Ch2 IVu(i)lP-2lH[u(i)]12 dS2h

+ Ch

"
Ch

C(llu(i) ll[w3,p()]r)h2,

where we have applied Lemma 4.1 with p 2 and w Vu(i).
Before proceeding fuaher we note the following results. If q (t) (Ivul + t)p-2t2 and

q2(t) IV(u(/) hu(i))12(IV(u(i) hu(i))l + t)p-2, then it follows for a, b 0 that

(4.11a) Iq (a) q (b)l 2(17u1 + a + b)p-1 la bl

and

(4.11b) Iq2(a) q2(b)l _< IV(u(/) yrhu<i))lP-lla bl.

From (3.1b) it follows that IZrhVl[w,,o(h)]r < ClVl[w,o(S2h)]r.
From (3.3) with 31 0 and p+ p, (4.10), and (4.11) it follows that

lU uh[ 2 < Cllu 7rhull 2[wl,P(’h)]r (p,O)

fh[q2(lVu<il) / Iq2(IVul) -q2(lu<il)l]df2h

/ fh Iql (IV(u yrhU)l) ql(l7(u(i) yrhu(i))l)l dh

< C(llu<illtw3,p<)r)h2

/C[lul[w,,()]r / ]u(i) I[W,O(2)]r]P--I I(u u(i))][WI,I(d)]r

Because the right-hand side of the above C(llulltw3,p<)]r)h2 as , the desired result
(4.9) follows after noting (4.1). [3

From Example 4.2 we see that the regularity requirement u 6 [C2’2/p+-1 ((2) W3’1 ("2)]
in Theorem 4.2a to guarantee that uh converges to u at the optimal rate h in [wl’p(h)] as
h --+ 0 (see (4.8b)) is achieved in both the one-dimensional and radially symmetric model
problems for f sufficiently smooth. It is also achieved in some physically relevant cases
discussed in [16] for general k and for general two-dimensional domains as mentioned in
Example 4.2. Whereas (4.3b) suggests that Theorem 4.2b is not generally applicable in one
dimension as this regularity requirement, u 6 W3’p() is not achieved even on this very
simple problem. However, from (4.5b-c) we see that it is applicable to the corresponding
radially symmetric case. If, in addition, we assume that f is piecewise Holder continuous,
then it can be shown that the regularity requirement can be weakened to u 6 [W2/p+/I’p+ ("2)]
in order to prove an optimal rate of convergence in [wl’P(’h)]r. We consider this to be the
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best possible result since it collapses to u 6 [H2()] for p+ 2. These regularity issues are
addressed in 16].

Remark 4.2. The above results also demonstrate how the regularity requirement on u, in
order to obtain an optimal error bound, increases as the degeneracy in k increases For example,
let r 1, 0f2 C2, with either (i) f 6 L(f2)or (ii) f piecewise Holder continuous. Now
either (i) C2’2/p+-1 (.v.) or (ii) W2/p++I’p+ (’) regularity is required on u in order to obtain
(4.8b). Consider for example k(t) [t"(1 + t)(1-z)]p-2 with p 6 (1, 2] and/z 6 [0, 1].
Then, as previously noted in Example 3.1, we can choose p+ 2 +/z(p 2). Therefore, the
regularity requirement on u increases as the degree of degeneracy in k, I/z(p 2)1, increases.

We now consider the case m 2. In order to prove an optimal error we need to show
that Ilu ZrhUll 2 < Ch2 This is, however, not necessarily true in this case, as can be seen(p+,0)
from the following example.

Example 4.3. Consider the function U(Zl, z2) z, which is a solution of (1.2) for
k(t) =- p-2, p (1, 2] with f C((2) and g smooth. It is easy to see in this case that

Ilu ull2 > f I(u u)/zlp+ d2(p+,0)

as Ou/Ozl 0 in Thus in general Ilu rChull 2 is only order hp+(p+,0)

However, if the triangulation Th is such that every r 6 Th has two of its sides parallel
to the Zl and z2 axes, then one can easily establish that (u 7rhu)/OZl 0 and, moreover,
show that Ilu rrhU

2 < Ch2 This restriction is not too severe, since such triangulations(p+,0)
are commonly used in practice.

THEOREM 4.3. Let k satisfy (A)for a p (1, 2) and (A1)for a p+ [p, 2). Letu anduh

be the unique solutions of (WP) and (WP)h with m 2. Assume that the triangulation Th of
h is such that every r Th has two sides parallel to the Zl and Z2 axes. Ifu [C2’/3 (’=2)]
for a 13 > 0 and

2

(4.12) f. IV2,nulp+-21n2,n[U]l2 dr2 < O(3,

n=l

where Hm,n[U] =-- (Hm,n[Ul] nm,n[blr] and Hm,n[uj] =- V(Vm,nUj) (1 < j < r and 1 <
n < m) is the submatrix of Hessian matrix of uj (rows s(n 1) + 1 to s(n)),
then

(4.13a) Ilu Uh 2 < C[h2 -t-hp+(l+)].II[Wl,p(s2h)]r

Hence ifu [C2’2/p+-1((2) W3’1(’)]r, then

(4.13b) Ilu uhII[WI,P(S2h)] <_ Ch.

Proof. For u 6 [W2’(f2)]r, we have from (3.1) that for all rj 6 Th there exists a
Z (j) (n) j such that for all z ?

(4.14) IV2,n(U- 7rhU)(Z)l < Chln2,n[u](z(J)(n))l, n -- 2.

To see this let us note that for r, V2,n(ui 7"l’hUi) O(ui JTYhUi)/OZn has at least
one zero point n (i) on the side parallel to the z axis. Noting that O(7rhUi)/Z is constant on

rj yields that

V2,n(U -7rhUi)(Z V2,nUi(Z V2,nUi(n

and hence the desired result (4.14) follows from the mean value theorem.
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If in addition u 6 [C2’ (7"2)]r, we have that

IV2,n(U 7rhU)(Z)l Chln2,n[U](Z)l 4- Ch1+, n=l-+2.

Therefore from (3.3) ith 1 0 and performing a similar calculation as in Theorem 4.2a it
follows that

2

lu uhl 2[wl,p(.2h)] --< C fg2 [IV2,nUl 4- IV2,n(U 7rhU)l]P+-2lV2,n(U 7rhU)l 2 dK2h

n=l

2

< Ch2 n l= foh IV2’nUlP+-2lH2’n[U]12 dh 4- ChP+(I+)"

The desired result (4.13a) then follows from (4.12). The result (4.13b) follows from (4.13a)
and Lemma 4.1 with ot p+ 2, w --- V2,nll and hence Vw n2,n[U]. [-1

We can also establish the analogue of Theorem 4.2b for this case. However, it is not clear
if the result in [15] can be generalised to this case, that is, if WI+2/p+’p+ (’) regularity of u
can guarantee the optimal error bounds in Theorem 4.3. In addition, very little is known about
the regularity of solutions in this case.

Remark 4.3. As previously mentioned, all the proofs and results of 1-3 hold for higher-
dimensional problems andmore general problems in which the k appearing in Kn, n 1 m,
(see (1.3c)) may be different but still satisfies Assumptions (A) or (B) for the same p. However,
some of the results in 4 hold only for the two-dimensional case. This is mainly due to Sobolev
embedding and regularity results. It is also worth noting that Vu in (1.3) can be replaced, for
example, by the rate of deformation tensor D(u) (see (1.4)).

Instead of working on a concrete form of K as in (1.3), one could alternatively state some
abstract structural conditions for K. Let us briefly examine the case m 1. To obtain Theorem
3.1 one needs only the following assumptions on K.

Assumption (AK): There exist constants p 6 (1, 2] and C, M > 0 such that for any
x, y R2xr

(AK1) IK(x)x K(y)yl < fix Yl(Ixl 4-lYl)p-2,
(AK2) (K(x)x K(y)y, x y) > Mix y12(1 4-Ixl / lyl)p-2;

or
Assumption (BK)" There exist constants p 6 [2, cx) and C, M > 0 such that for any

x, y R2xr

(BK1) IK(x)x K(y)yl < CIx yl(1 4- Ixl / [yl)p-2,
(BK2) (K(x)x K(y)y, x y) > Mix yl2(lx[ 4- lYl) p-2.

Then the rest of work is a matter of proving suitable regularity for the solutions. The system
(1.3) certainly satisfies these conditions in the case m if k satisfies Assumptions (A) or (B)
(proving this is actually the main task of 3). This formulation includes some non-Uhlenbeck
type systems too. This approach also leads to a compact presentation. It does not, however,
include the system (1.2) as it stands and seems only to cover systems essentially having the
same degenerate nature as that of (1.1). However, it can be adapted to include (1.2), but in our
opinion much more work is needed in order to find good general structural conditions which
cover a broad class of degenerate elliptic systems, i.e., problems which contain a mixture of
the type of nonlinearities in (1.1) and (1.2).

We now examine the case p 6 [2, cx). From (3.11b) and (4.1) it follows that Ilu
I1h II[Wl,p(f2h)lr <__ Ch2/p if [u 6 W2’p (-)]r, which is the best existing result in the literature (see
[6]). As we have seen, however, u is rarely in [W2’P("2)]r; see (4.3c) and (4.5d). From (3.1 lc)
and (4.1) we see that this convergence rate is still maintained if u 6 [H(S2) fq wl’cx(’)]r, a
much weaker regularity restriction on u and achievable (see (4.4d)). However, the convergence
rate h2/p degenerates as p cxz.
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One can easily improve on this result if k is not degenerate; that is, k satisfies (B) for a
p 6 [2, ec) and (B2) for p- 2. We have the following result.

THEOREM 4.4. Let k satisfy (B)for a p [2, c) and (B2)for p- 2. Let u and uh be
the unique solutions of(WP) and (WP)h. Ifu [W2,q (’) (’l wl’x(’)]r for a q [1, 2], then

Ilu uh I[Hl(h)]r <-- Chq.

Proof. The result follows directly from (3.1 lc) and (4.1).
For example, Theorem 4.4 applies to k(t) =_ (1 + t2) (p-2)/2 with p 6 [2, cx). We note

that the results of 12] and 11 under stronger assumptions also apply in this case. We now
consider the degenerate case.

Example 4.4. Let r m and k(t) =-- p-2, p (2, ec). Consider the continuous
piecewise linear finite element approximation on a uniform mesh of the one-dimensional
version of (WP) with S2 (-1, 1), u(-1) u(1) 0, and f 1. It is easy to establish the
following results:

Ilu- uhllwl,l(:) < Ch ifp > 2,

Clh (2p-1)/p(p-1) >_ Ilu-
>_ Czllu- 7rhullw,() > C3h(2p-1)/p(p-1) if p > (3 + /5)/2.

We see from this example that one cannot expect uh to converge to u at the optimal rate h
in the WI’p(’h) norm, as can be expected from the restricted regularity of u (see (4.3c)).
We also see how the convergence rate degenerates as p --+ o, in agreement with (3.4) and
(3.1 lb-c). However, one might hope to prove that uh convergences to u at the optimal rate
h in the W’ (f2h) norm and this can indeed be proven under the restriction Ifl- LI()
for a suitable V > 0 by further exploring (3.4b). We do not, however, go into the details
here; see [4] for the case r rn and k(t) p-2, p

_
(2, oo). The case rn 2 is more

complicated, although some similar results can still be obtained.
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